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WEB NEWS

What is a Ransom-DDoS Attack?

A ransom DDoS (RDDoS) attack is when a malicious party attempts to extort
money from an individual or organization by threatening them with a distributed
denial-of-service (DDoS) attack.

Most ransom DDoS attacks start with a ransom note sent to the target in which
the attacker threatens the business or organization. In some cases, an attacker
may carry out a small demonstration attack to illustrate their seriousness before
sending a ransom note.

What to do if you are sent a ransom communication:

Do not panic and do not pay the ransom: Paying the ransom only
encourages bad actors — and there’s no guarantee that they won’t
attack your network now or later.
Notify local law enforcement: They will also likely request a copy of
the ransom letter that you received.
Notify AmeriWeb immediately if you are a hosting customer. Many
of our sites are already protected from a DDoS attack, and there
are additional steps we can take to further midigate the problem.
By notifying us immediately, if you are not already protected, we can
initialize these protections rather quickly. Usually 10-20 minutes,
and your site is protected.
If you are not protected today but would like to be, contact us. We
don't charge for DDoS protection.

It is important to note that not all sites need protection, but it is available if
you would prefer.

HOW TO

Why are backlinks valuable to your small business website?

Backlinks  are  one  of  the  most  important  ranking  factors  of  search
engines like Google. The more, highly-relevant backlinks you get for your
website, the more likely you are to show up when someone searches for
something relevant to your business.
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Like the name sounds, a backlink is simply a hyperlink on another website
that links back to yours. A backlink is like an endorsement in the eyes of
Google and other search engines.

Think of it like if  you were to share an article link on your Facebook to
your followers. You are, among other things, recommending anyone who
cares about you to click that link. When a website shares a link to another
website, they are doing the same.

To  obtain backlinks  to  your  site,  there  are  several strategies  that  are
relatively easy to do.

Ask your current business partners, vendors, suppliers to add a link
to your website. If you have a blog or resource area, make it easy
for others to add a link to your articles on their website.

Add an area for customer testimonials, and encourage them
to include THEIR website URL on their testimonial about you.
Then ask them to link that page to theirs.
A good backlink comes from a site that is related to your
industry.

Obtaining good backlinks isn't rocket science, but it does take time. A
good projection would be to add 1-2 per month.

Also a word of caution, avoid those companies that advertise thousands
of backlinks for $xxx --- Google doesn't like them, and they could get you
removed from search engines!

MARKETING

Should my Keywords be Singular or Plural?

Always  check if  you should target  the  plural or  the  singular  form of  a
specific  keyword. Should you aim to rank for  [ballet shoe] or for [ballet
shoes]? Do people search for [holiday home] or [holiday homes]? While
Google can recognize that the plural and singular versions of a word refer
to the same thing, the search result pages and the number of results are
often still different, because what users are looking for differs slightly.

You can compare keywords or keyphrases side by side easily here

This is one of our favorite free tools!

ASK A TECH

Q: I have two sites with AmeriWeb Hosting. Each has a different
IP address and control panel. Why can't they be the same?
A: Glad you asked! Our workhorse server is in Toronto Canada. We also
have servers in New York, and  use Amazon hosting servers for some of
our customers. We also have a specialty server we lease that is located
in California and is used exclusively for WordPress sites. It is optimized
to run them quite efficiently. Each has its own quirks. From a technical
standpoint, you could ask to be on a specific  server, but we prefer  to
make  that  selection ourselves  based  upon your  particular  web  site's
needs.

Enhanced Spam Filtering
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Currently we operate 4 servers plus one for testing and records in Illinois.
One of the production servers will be retired in a year or so, we will be
migrating those sites over to another more modern and faster machine.
Clients will not experience any down time and probably won't even know
they were transferred over. Isn't technology amazing?

AmeriNews is published approximately 10 mes a year
by AmeriWeb Hos ng for our customers, friends and those curious about our business.

If you have a ques on for our ASK A TECH sec on, email it to
support@ameriwebhos ng.com

_______________________________________________
AmeriWeb Hos ng

(773) 735-5144
AmeriWeb Hos ng, Marke ng, Web Designs, eCommerce.
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